We introduce a novel marker-less multi-camera setup that allows easy synchronization between 3D cameras as well as a novel pose estimation method that is calculated on the fly based on the human body being tracked, and thus requires no calibration session nor special calibration equipment. We show high accuracy in both calibration and data merging and is on par with equipment-based calibration. We deduce several insights and practical guidelines for the camera setup and for the preferred data merging methods. Finally, we present a test case that computerizes the Fugl-Meyer stroke rehabilitation protocol using our multi-sensor capture system. We conducted a Helsinki-approved research in a hospital in which we collected data of stroke patients and healthy subjects using our multi-camera system. Spatio-temporal features were extracted from the acquired data and Machine Learning based evaluations were applied. Results showed that patients and healthy subjects can be correctly classified at a rate of above 90%. Furthermore, we show that the most significant features in the classification are strongly correlated with the Fugl-Meyer guidelines. This demonstrates the feasibility of a low-cost, flexible and non-invasive motion capture system that can potentially be operated in a home setting.
Introduction
As part of a project on motor rehabilitation of stroke patients, we aim to automate the Fugl-Meyer stroke rehabilitation assessment protocol [1] (Figure 14 ). This involves capturing and tracking the motion of patients and later analysing the data as part of the diagnostic process. Thus, we require a non-invasive human motion capture system that is inexpensive, portable, (allowing use both in the hospital and at home during extended rehabilitation) and is very easy to use (even by the patient). 3D cameras (depth cameras) form a good basis for such a system, as they provide a depth map, namely, a depth value per pixel indicating the distance of the scene point from the camera. The resulting depth map is often referred to as 2.5D data. 3D cameras are primarily used for gaming devices and thus typically supply some form of Body Tracking (Human Motion-Capture). Typically, a representation in the form of a Body-Skeleton is used (Figure 1 ), which is calculated from the depth map captured by the camera sensors. Several high-end motion capture systems are available (e.g. VICON [2] , Optotrak [3] , Ipi Soft [4] ) that provide the state-of-theart in human body tracking performance. However, these advanced technologies have several significant limitations:
• Very expensive • Non-Portable • Invasive -requires subjects to be marked with reflective markers.
• Complex to use, often requiring a professional trained operator.
• Requires system calibration typically in the form of a recording session using special dedicated accessories.
• To obtain a skeleton representation, requires additional manual measurements of subjects' body parts as part of the calibration.
• Often requires a large setup area, thus is inappropriate for home settings.
Our goal is to develop a human motion capture system that is inexpensive, portable, marker-less (non-invasive), requires no calibration equipment and performs at accuracy rates on par with the high-end advanced motion tracking systems. The developed system is targeted for easy home use and tele-medicine applications, but can also serve in other applications including security, object tracking, and more.
To accomplish the task, we chose to use inexpensive and portable consumer 3D cameras -namely the Kinect V2 [5] . These cameras supply a video stream of 2.5D data in the form of 3D point clouds, in addition to RGB data. Additionally, the system supplies a skeleton representation of the subject computed per frame from the point cloud [6, 7] . However, due to the low-cost requirement in these consumer cameras, the accuracy and robustness of the captured data and of the resulting skeleton is left to be desired [8] [9] [10] . These cameras have known issues inherent to the technology -they assume the subject is mostly in frontal pose to the camera plane in order to be accurately tracked by the sensor. Violation of this constraint results in "Low-Confidence", unreliable or complete failure of skeleton as well as erroneous or incomplete point clouds, as shown in Figure 2 . To overcome these issues, and to improve accuracy and robustness of the data, we suggest using a multiple camera setup. The data acquired from different viewpoints can achieve greater coverage of the captured scene and can assist in error minimization. Furthermore, registration from several views can transform the data from the 2.5D representation into full 3D (see Figure 9 ).
In this paper we introduce a novel, inexpensive, portable and marker-less multi-camera setup that allows easy temporal synchronization between cameras. Most importantly we introduce an accurate pose estimation method that is calculated on the fly based on the human body being tracked, and thus requires no calibration session nor special calibration equipment. This is in stark contrast with other camera systems which require a dedicated session using specialized accessories such as a glowing marker [4] , wand [2] or checkerboard [11] (Figure 3 ).
The proposed system performs run time merging of data, resulting in a more reliable and stable skeleton representation and as an added bonus, allows alignment and merging of the 3D point clouds to form a full 3D body representation.
As a test case, we applied the proposed system as part of our medical application for automating the Fugl-Meyer stroke rehabilitation assessment protocol ( Figure 14 ) [1] . The Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) is a stroke-specific, performance based impairment index. It is designed to assess motor functioning, balance, sensation and joint functioning in patients with post-stroke hemiplegia (weakness of one entire side of the body). Our system uses 2 cameras (Figure 4 ), ensuring each side of the patient's body is properly viewed, and produces a reliable and error free skeleton to be used in diagnosis. We conducted a Helsinki-approved research in a public hospital (ID: 0194-15-NHR, Galilee Medical Center) in which stroke patients and healthy subjects were filmed using the multiple Kinect system. The collected data was analyzed using machine learning techniques and compared with the FMA score provided by a medical professional, yielding very accurate predictions.
Related Work
Microsoft Kinect V2 was released in 2013 using time-of-flight technology and incorporating human tracking and skeleton representation [6, 7] . Since its release, the Kinect Camera V2 has been extensively studied for its noise statistics [8] [9] [10] , tracking capabilities [12, 13] , and compared with state-of-the-art and commercial human motion camera systems [12, [14] [15] [16] . The Kinect has been used in various applications such as medical applications including Parkinson Tracking [12, 17] , Balance Disorders [18] , rehabilitation [19], elderly monitoring [13] as well as sport and dance tracking and analysis [20, 21] , and various other computer vision applications (see [22] for a review). Several studies have considered a multi-camera setup using Kinect cameras [18, 21, 23] . The sensors either showed interference (Kinect V1) or required special spatial layout [24] , or assisted calibration [18] . In this study we aim to maximize the potential of a multi-3D camera setup beyond the capabilities shown previously and provide novel synchronization, calibration, and merging methods, as well as providing new insights and guidelines for multi-3D-camera setups and human motion trackers. We propose novel methods using both skeletal and 3D data for calibration, and using frontality and distance from camera to perform data merging.
Only a few studies attempted to implement automated FuglMeyer (FMA) tracking systems. In [25] , the feasibility of automating FMA was tested, but the set up required a large space and was expensive (e.g., robotic arms, and EMG sensors), which is not suitable for a clinical setup. In another study [26] , accelerometers were used for automated assessment, but its potential to quantify many FMA tests is low, due to the limited data acquired by the accelerometers [26] . Computerizing the FMA using depth sensors has been previously explored using a single Kinect V2 sensor [27] and Kinect V1 sensor [25] . However, as we show in our work, the multi-Kinect setup, is more reliable than these systems, since the FMA test requires evaluation of the patient body movements from both sides of the body and a single Kinect is limited in the sense that occlusion and non-frontality significantly reduces body tracking and skeleton formation.
3
The 3D multi-camera system
In this section we present our multi-camera tracking system which is non-invasive (no markers), inexpensive, portable and easy to use. It outputs a reliable skeleton and a merged point cloud.
As in any multi-camera system, several necessary challenges must be dealt with:
• Temporal Synchronization -ensures frames from different cameras are temporally aligned prior to merging their data.
• Camera Calibration -calculates scene to camera coordinate transformation.
• Pose Estimation (inter-camera alignment) -ensures alignment of data from different cameras into a uniform coordinate space, prior to merging.
• Data Merging -efficiently and reliably merges data from the different cameras into a single coherent representation.
Temporal and Data Synchronization
The first generation of Kinect (V1), designed with structured-light IR technology, raises challenges in a multiple-camera setup with scene overlap due to IR interference. In contrast, the Kinect V2, based on time-of-flight IR technology, allows using multiple depth sensors concurrently with only minor interference. However, the Microsoft Kinect PC Driver does not support connection of multiple sensors into a single computer. Open source drivers such as the "OpenKinect" [28] allows connection of several sensors, however, at the cost of excluding the skeleton data. In our system, we developed a unique solution for handling several computers connected to multiple Kinects simultaneously. The temporal synchronisation between recordings is obtained using an NTP server. All data required for calibration and merging is transmitted to the server that runs the system algorithms. Since this requires only the skeleton data stream, which is of narrow bandwidth, the system runs in realtime over a LAN communication network producing a single fused skeleton stream ( Figure 5 ).
Fig. 5: Two Kinects during real-time network streaming

Pose Estimation -Inter Camera Calibration
Multiple camera setups require scene to camera calibration as well as pose estimation between cameras in order to merge their synchronized frames. Camera calibration, namely, mapping scene coordinates to camera coordinates is inherently given in 3D cameras. However, pose estimation or inter-camera calibration must still be calculated. There are several accurate techniques for calibrating multiple cameras using accessories such as Board [4] , Flashlight [4] , Marker [2] . and the Checker-board calibration [11] (Figure 3 ). However, running calibration sessions, and using special calibration equipment is inappropriate in our case where simplicity of activation is necessary especially for home use of the system without professional operators. We propose a novel method for calibration. It can be run on-the-fly and requires no special calibration session. Rather, it relies on the body of the subject being captured in the scene ( Figure 11 ). We exploit both the skeleton representation and the 3D point clouds captured by the camera to achieve accurate calibration in very little time.
The skeletal data consists of only a few points ( Figure 1 ) and they are tagged so that paired matching points between cameras is easily obtained. However, the positions of the skeleton points are unreliable, noisy and at times missing. On the other hand the 3D cloud of points are of higher positional precision, however there are over 300,000 data points and they are not matched between the cameras. Additionally, perfect alignment between cameras is not always guaranteed. In our calibration approach we exploit the advantages of each type of data set. The calibration process involves 2 steps:
1. Determine the pose (rigid transformation) between cameras, based on the skeleton data. 2. Use the estimated pose from the skeleton as an initializer for estimating the pose using the 3D point clouds, obtaining a more precise transformation.
The multi-camera system consists of a number of cameras (typically 2-6) that must be calibrated. In the following we describe the calibration between a pair of cameras. The extension to a large number of cameras will be discussed later.
Skeleton based pose estimation
The transformation between cameras is initially calculated by aligning the body skeletons as shown in Figure 6 . This can be described as finding the optimal 3D rigid transformation (rotation and translation) between two sets of corresponding 3D point data.
The skeleton points are streamed per frame per camera and each point is associated with: a name, 3D coordinates and a "Confidence of tracking" value which is exploited by our proposed algorithms because it directly indicates the joint's accuracy. The joint confidence is graded as: "well-tracked", "inferred" and "not-tracked". The skeleton is estimated per video frame based on the depth map acquired by the camera. There are frequent estimation errors caused both from the depth measurement error and due to body parts occluded from the camera's line of sight. Furthermore, since the Kinect was "trained" selectively for frontal views, it does not work as well on side or back poses (see Figure 2) . One of our goals is to minimize these errors by combining body skeletons from multiple views and producing an improved body-skeleton stream. In the context of calibration, errors and noise in the skeleton joints must be taken into consideration during the process.
We use the Kabsch algorithm [29, 30] to determine the optimal rotation between cameras based on the skeleton points. Given two sets of points, they are first translated so that their centroids are at the origin (Equation 1) and then use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is on the Cross-Covariance Matrix of the points to determine the rotation matrix R (Equations 2-3) . The translation vector t is calculated by applying the rotation and subtracting the centroid (Equation 4).
Although only a small number of joints are computed per skeleton, the calibration is performed over a large number of frames streamed by each camera, since the camera pose does not change from frame to frame. Thus we use RANSAC [31] to optimize the 3D rigid transformation. Smart selection of skeleton joints is performed based on joint confidence measures as well as joint type (body part); At each iteration three joint pairs from corresponding frames of the two cameras are randomly chosen, such that every joint is from a different body region: upper, mid and lower body sections. This improves robustness and viability of the computed 3D transformation. The 3D transformation with the largest number of supporting joints across all frames is returned as output.
Pose estimation from 3D point clouds
The pose calculated from the skeleton data provides a good estimate for the inter-camera calibration. However due to noise and errors in the skeleton, the resulting 3D transformation can still be improved. Thus we now exploit the more reliable 3D point clouds supplied by the cameras. The inter camera transformation is further refined by aligning the 3D points using the ICP algorithm [32] . This, however, requires a good initial guess, otherwise, ICP may converge to an incorrect local minimum (see examples in Figure 7 ). Thus, we use the transformations calculated from the skeleton alignment as the initial guess for alignment of the 3D points using ICP. We introduced a further improvement by including, in addition to the 3D body points, the 3D points of the ground plane ("the floor") near the subject's legs. This addition of points increases scene overlap of the 3D points between the two cameras. The resulting 3D transformation shows an improvement of 37% in accuracy over the initial estimate obtained using the skeleton data (see Section 3.8).
Multiple Camera System
The calibration and pose estimation algorithm described above considered the case of only two cameras. Our proposed system runs on multiple cameras, with typical scenarios ranging between 2-6 cameras. Extending the calibration to more than two cameras, is based on evaluating several pairwise inter-camera calibrations as described in Sections 3.3-3.4. A critical insight is that due to Kinect inaccuracy for non-frontal views (resulting in low confidence or erroneous skeleton joints), it is of significant importance to calibrate between cameras whose skeleton joints are reliable in corresponding frames. This criterion will arise significantly more often when the two cameras have as similar a viewpoint as possible. This will be shown empirically in Section 3.8. Thus, the calibration protocol calibrates pairs of neighboring cameras, resulting in pairwise 3D rigid transformations (see Figure 8 ). The final transformation from camera to a single coordinate system (e.g. that of Camera 1) is obtained by concatenating the transformations along the shortest path.
Data Merging
Following calibration and pose estimation, all the acquired data from all cameras are aligned in a common coordinate frame. In this section we describe our methods for merging the data, specifically, the skeleton and later the 3D cloud of points. We propose several merging criteria, each of which targets a weakness of the camera system: 1. The Kinect camera supplies a skeleton per frame with a confidence ranking per joint. Thus joints with low confidence are either disregarded or weighted very low in the merging process. 2. IR sensors are inherently noisy [8] . Additional, distortions are introduced due to scene interference, lighting, scene inter-reflections
Fig. 7:
Aligning cloud points using ICP without good initial guess produces incorrect alignments (compare with successful alignments in Figure 9 ).
Fig. 8:
Calibrating a 6-camera system. Calibration is performed pairwise between neighboring cameras and propagated to the same coordinate system along the shortest path.
etc. This noise directly affects the quality of the point clouds and indirectly, the skeletons. Reduction in noise can be introduced by "averaging" data from multiple views. 3. Kinect's skeleton computation algorithm does not perform well on non-frontal views. This is due to self occlusion and probably since the algorithm was mainly trained on near frontal views. This problem suggests a weighting scheme that awards skeleton joints associated with frontal views. Frontality can be deduced by evaluating the depth values of the 2 shoulder joints as well as their confidence. 4. Kinect's skeleton computation algorithm does not distinguish the front vs the back of the subject. Thus, when the subject is back facing the camera, it will yield a skeleton in a frontal pose. However, even if the skeleton is reflected, it's pose still remains very inaccurate.
We developed a criterion that recognizes back facing skeletons and assigns its joints, the minimal confidence level. 5. Given the nature of the depth data, distant objects have fewer sampled depth points per area and as such are less reliable. Preference is thus given to joints acquired by the camera closest to the joint.
Data merging is performed per skeleton joint, per frame. When considering a set of joint measurements P from different cameras in a given time frame, only the measurements with the highest confidence ranking from the set are retained. For each such joint measurement p ∈ P , we measure its frontality angle αp and its distance from the camera distp. To obtained the single merged joint pm, several possible merging techniques are considered:
• Average:
• Frontality:
• Distance:
• Weighted Average:
The weights wp can be equal to the frontality weights w f , the distance weights w d , or their product w f w d , where:
The constants were determined empirically (see Section 3.8) and were set to, γa = 1.1, γ d = 2.0, and d 0 = 0.5m (the Kinect minimal sensing distance).
An example of merged skeletons is shown in Figure 6 . In Section 3.8 we experiment and analyze these different merging methods. 
Cloud Points Registration
An additional outcome of the proposed system is that given the calibration parameters, the 3D cloud points from the different cameras can be aligned and merged. A circular camera setup can transform the partial 3D point clouds into a full body mesh. Thus, we transform the multiple 2.5D data streams into a single and complete 3D representation ( Figure 9 ).
Camera System Experimentation and Results
Several tests were performed to evaluate the system including evaluating the effects of the number and positioning of multiple cameras, evaluating the precision of the calibration and pose estimations and comparisons between the different data merging methods.
Comparison with Standard Calibration Techniques:
Several techniques are available to perform calibration of multiple Kinect sensors. The well-known checkerboard calibration [33] could, in principle, be used with the Kinect RGB sensor. However, the RGB sensor is positioned away from the IR sensor ( Figure 10 ) which causes the calibrations obtained for the IR and for the RGB, difficult to compare. Our novel calibration method is based on the 3D Body-Skeleton stream which is calculated based on the 3D depth map. The Kinect depth map has known inaccuracies of up to 18 mm, that arises during the process of mapping the 3D point cloud from the RAW-IR image [34] . To optimally evaluate the quality of our proposed calibration method, we exploit the fact that Kinect cameras provide IR video streams. Thus, the standard checkerboard calibration (Figure 11 ) [33] can be applied on the Kinect IR images. We compared the checkerboard calibration results with our calibration based on depth sensing and skeleton alignment. Testing was performed by applying both calibration methods under the same 2-camera setup and the comparison between resulting transformations was evaluated using 3 evaluation measurements:
1. Average RMSE -A set of 3D points is transformed by the transformation found by the checkerboard and by the body-skeleton calibrations. The RMSE is calculated between the corresponding 3D points of these two sets and the average RMSE value is calculated. 2. Average Rotation Angle Error -The average difference between corresponding Euler-angles representing the two rotation matrices. 3. Average Translation Distance -The average 3D Euclidean distance between the two translation vectors.
Our calibration method showed accuracy on par with the checkerboard method (Table 1) . In order to estimate the accuracy of the checkerboard calibration in itself, we measured the average RMSE between several checkerboard calibration sessions and found it to be 0.92 cm. We also measured the average RMSE between several body-skeleton calibration sessions which was found to be 1.44 cm. The average RMSE between our calibration and the checkerboard calibration was found to be 2.89 cm. The average rotation angle error and the average translations Euclidean distance between the checkerboard and the proposed calibration was found to be 0.79
• and 2.5 cm respectively. Considering the known accuracy errors in the Kinect 3D Cloud points which can reach 1.8 cm [34] and the accuracy of each method independently, the results imply that our proposed skeleton based calibration provides results on par with standard calibration techniques ( Figure 12 ). 
Calibration Evaluation:
Assuming our calibration method performs well compared to the standard checkerboard calibration in a 2-camera setup, we extend our testing to a multi-camera system with an increased number of cameras. We recorded several sessions in a circular setup of 6-cameras ( Figure 8 ). Per session, these cameras recorded several thousand frames simultaneously, of a single person performing articulated motions in the scene. As mentioned above, calibration of our multi-camera system was performed between pairs of neighboring cameras since larger scene overlap significantly increases accuracy.
To obtain the final inter-camera calibration, each camera is mapped to a single coordinate system by concatenating pairwise transformations along the shortest path in the camera circle. To evaluate the calibration we chose a random camera and transformed its 3D points to the farthest camera along the circle in a clockwise path and then in the anticlockwise path (for example, camera 4 data is mapped to camera 1 by concatenating transformations 4 to 3, 3 to 2 and 2 to 1 and then concatenating transformations 4 to 5, 5 to 6 and 6 to 1). A perfectly calibrated system would show perfect alignment of these two mapped sets. In practice we found a the mapping error to be 0.0311 meters following the skeleton pose estimation and 0.0196 meters when 3D point cloud alignment was included in the pose estimation (See Section 3.2). This implies that using the 3D point clouds alignment after the skeleton alignment, improves accuracy by 37%.
Camera Setup Evaluation:
In the next test, we evaluated the quality of results as a function of the camera setup, namely, the number of cameras and their positions. Two factors affect the quality of the merged skeleton output: the quality of the skeleton joint measurements acquired by the cameras and the merging algorithm used to combine the the skeleton joints data into a single reliable joint. In this section we evaluate the quality of the measurements as a function of the camera setup. As described in Section 3.6, for every joint, in every time-frame, a collection P of joint measurements are obtained from a group of cameras. The final merged skeleton joint pm is calculated from these measurements. We tag the reliability of pm based on the quality and confidence of its measurements p ∈ P . Specifically, each measured joint p is tagged for confidence by the Kinect camera as high ("well-tracked"), mid ("inferred") or low ("not-tracked"). Furthermore, joint measurements originating from a back facing subjects are detected automatically and are tagged as low confidence in our system. A merged joint pm is tagged as having high confidence if at least one of the joint measurements is of high confidence. A merged joint is tagged as back pose if all joint measurements are back posed.
For testing, we again consider the circular setup of cameras numbered 1-6 as shown in Figure 8 . A camera configuration is a specific subset of these cameras. A configuration depends on the number of cameras as well as their positions within the camera circle. Table 2 shows statistics on the number of high confidence merged joints and the number of back posed joints resulting when merging using a specific camera configuration. Several conclusions may be deduced from the results. First, it is clear that the quality of the measurements improves with the number of cameras in the setup. Both an increase in number of high confident joints as well as a decrease in low confidence back posed joints can be seen. This is due to the fact that more cameras, increase the chances of a frontal view, a closer joint and more reliable joint, implying a higher quality of measurement. The second conclusion involves camera positions within the setup. We distinguish between two types of configurations: Neighboring configuration where all cameras are consecutive in the camera circle, and Circular configurations where cameras are "spread out" along the camera circle. It can be seen that for the same number of cameras, the Circular configuration is preferable, providing higher quality measurements. This can be explained in that Neighboring configurations do not cover all viewpoints of the subject resulting in many frames in which no camera has a frontal view of the subject. In contrast, a Circular configuration increases the chances of at least one of the cameras capturing a reliable frontal view for any pose of the subject. 
Skeleton Merging Evaluation :
In the next test, we evaluated the quality of the merged skeleton based on the merging algorithm used to combine the measured joints into a single reliable joint. We use two measures for evaluating a skeleton's accuracy and robustness. The first evaluates the consistency of the skeleton's bone length across all time frames. For each bone (segment connecting two neighbouring joints) we calculate the standard deviation of the bone length over all confident joints across all video frames. We consider this measure on the 3 dominant and most reliable bones: shoulder to spine, shoulder to elbow and elbow to wrist. The second measure for skeleton evaluation evaluates the accuracy of the skeleton with respect to new camera measurements. Considering again our configuration of 6 cameras ( Figure 8 ). For each configuration (subset of cameras) we apply calibration and merge the skeletons. Given the merged skeleton, we use the set of remaining cameras for evaluation. For each reliable measured joint from these new cameras, we compute the distance to their corresponding joint in the merged skeleton and count the number of these distances that are smaller than a given threshold d.
Our tests used these two measures on different merging methods for different camera configurations. The merging methods as discussed in Section 3.6 (Equations 5-8) include: simple averaging, distance based, frontality based and weighted averaging (frontality weighted, distance weighted and weighted by both). Table 3 shows the the resulting measures for different camera configurations and different merging methods. Several conclusions may be deduced from these results. First, frontality seems to take the main role for achieving robust and accurate merged skeletons, in all of its merging variations, whether choosing the "most frontal" camera in each frame or averaging with frontality weight. Another conclusion from the results is that the method of merging using frontality changes with the number of cameras and with the amount of scene overlap that these cameras share. Frontality based merging is advantageous with a small number of cameras (rows marked in bold) and averaging using frontality weights is better for a large number of cameras (rows marked in bold). Figure 13 further emphasises this conclusion by plotting the frontality measure vs number of cameras and shows the tradeoff point to be at 4 cameras. This effect can be explained by considering that configurations with large scene overlap tend to produce more than one good (frontal) joint measurement per frame, and thus these should be averaged. However for small scene overlaps (such as [1, 3, 5] ) for most frames, only one camera captures a frontal pose and thus frontality based merging in which the single best measured joint is selected, outperforms averaging. 
Motion Analysis Application: Stroke Rehabilitation
The main purpose of developing our multi camera tracking system is for it to be used for medical and tele-medicine applications. In this section we describe an experiment we performed in using this system for automatically assessing the medical condition of stroke patients. Additional details on the medical experiment can be found in [35] .
Background
Stroke is a serious medical condition which occurs when the blood flow to an area in the brain is cut off. If a stroke is not detected early enough, permanent brain damage or death may occur. Around 800,000 people a year in the US incur a stroke and there are 6.5 million stroke survivors in the US. Stroke accounts for 1 of every 20 deaths in the US and amounts to nearly 133,000 people a year [36] . Rehabilitation of stroke patients is a long and slow process. The level of rehabilitation of a patient is typically evaluated using the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) [1] . This test involves the patient performing specific motor actions. A physician or skilled medical professional rates the performance on the FMA scale and a score is derived. Thus, this score is subjective and lacks a high degree of objectivity, impartiality and sensitivity.
The Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) is a stroke-specific, performance-based impairment index. It is designed to assess motor functioning, balance, sensation and joint functioning in patients with post-stroke hemiplegia (a weakness of one entire side of the body). FMA is applied clinically and is used to determine disease severity, describe motor recovery, and to plan and assess treatment.
Since stroke is a debilitating disorder, patients often find it difficult to travel to stroke rehabilitation centers for testing and thus do not receive optimal medical care. Recent advances in information and communication technologies connect specialists that are centered in urban areas with population in suburban and rural areas and thus benefit these patients. This technology, which enables treatment of patients in remote areas and in nursing homes is termed TeleMedicine stemming from the use of telecommunication in order to provide health care. Under the idea of Tele-Medicine, we propose an automated system for tracking and evaluating stroke rehabilitation using a cost-effective home-based system. The system must be noninvasive, easy to use, inexpensive and can be activated in a home setting. In order to be consistent with the physician's view of the examinee and also to prevent tracking failures, at least two cameras are necessary for analyzing both sides of the patient independently. Thus, our multi-camera system based on 3D cameras is appropriate for this task.
Medical experiment
We implemented the multi-camera motion capture system in a medical setting in the context of automating the FMA assessment procedure [1] in a home-setting. Our FMA application uses a two camera setup (Figure 4) , ensuring each side of the patient's body is properly viewed, and producing a reliable data to be used in analysis. We conducted an Helsinki-approved study in a major public hospital (ID: 0194-15-NHR, Galilee Medical Center) using our multi-camera tracking system. 22 participants were filmed during their Fugl-Meyer assessments. The participants were twelve stroke patients and ten control healthy subjects. The subjects performed the Fugl-Meyer assessment in the hospital testing room under the guidance of a medical professional, one of the authors, who also provided the FMA rating and FMA score for the patients and the healthy subjects. The subject performed the FMA motions with the hand on the affected side as well as the hand on the unaffected side (termedhealthy hand). Each motion was repeated several times.
Two Kinect cameras were set up in the testing room so that they did not interfere with the testing yet obtained unobstructed views of the subject. The cameras were positioned at a 45 degree angle to the subject's front view, and at a distance of approximately 1.5-2 meters (see Figure 4) . The two cameras recorded the body skeleton of the subject performing the motor task. In our experiment we focused on two key motor movements from the Fugl-Meyer scale protocol, the "Salute" and "Hand lift" (90 degrees) tests (Figure 15 ).
Fugl-Meyer analysis features
An analysis application was developed for extracting measurements from the tracked body skeleton recordings as shown in Figure 14 , and these measurements were then used to detect correlations with the physician's diagnosis. Measurements were extracted from each frame of the acquired skeleton sequence, for each of the two FMA movements. Measurements were derived from the angle defined by three skeleton joints, the distance between a pair of joints or the height moved by a single joint (Figure 16 ). The list of measurements is given in Table 4 . From these measurements , a list of features was calculated per frame for the whole skeleton sequence thus, providing a feature vector for each sequence, per each motion and per each subject. The extracted features per sequence included: Table 4 List of measurements used in our testing. • Sequence time length.
Measurements
• Minimum, and maximum of each measure within the sequence.
• Average and variance of each measure within the sequence.
• Difference between start and end values of each measure along the sequence.
• Average speed and acceleration of each measure as it changes along the sequence.
The feature vectors associated with each skeleton sequence used in the analysis and the resulting analysis are described in the following section.
Results
In this section we analyze the data collected during the medical trial. We show that our results concur with the medical guidelines defined by the medical specialists, including the known significant movement features, the differences between patients and healthy subjects behavior and the special case of motor compensation in stroke patients. We used machine learning tools to perform classification and feature ranking. The results are presented in the following three sub sections and include: classifier results, showing success rate at predicting FMA scores, feature selection, presenting the most significant features found by the classifiers, and statistical analysis for detecting motor compensation in the stroke patients movement.
Classifiers results :
Participants in the experiment performed several repetitions of the "Hand Lift" and "Salute" motions using each of the hands. Stroke patients typically suffer from weakness of one entire side of the body (Hemiplegia), but also suffer from a general cognitive deterioration and reduced motor ability that influences all body functioning including the "healthy" side of the body. Thus, in order to distinguish between healthy subjects and patients, we analyze each side of the subject separately as well as analyzing the asymmetry of the subject's motor performance on both sides. Towards this goal we performed several classification tests on the collected data:
1. "Raw data" -each repeated movement on each body side is collected separately as a single sample for classification. Thus, each subject has numerous samples for classification for each movement. 2. "Repetition averaging" -repetitions are averaged on each body side thus, each subject has two samples for classification for each movement, one for each body side. 3. "Asymmetry measure" -repetitions are averaged on each body side and then a measure of asymmetry is applied:
. Thus, each subject has one sample per movement for classification.
To test the effect of using our multi camera setup compared to a single camera setup, we analyzed these three data sets under 4 possible camera setups and data merging methods:
(a) Single camera -one of the two cameras in the setup was randomly chosen for each subject as the source camera for data collecting and only data from this camera was used in the analysis.
(b) Two cameras -following the merging of skeletons as described in Section 3.6, we consider 3 possible analyses:
1. Averaging -Where the data from both cameras are averaged. 2. Best choice -Where the best camera data is selected. In this case the data is that which is acquired by the closest camera to the skeleton joint (subject's hand). 3. All samples -Where the data from both cameras are not merged and used as sperate samples in the classification.
In order to classify between patients and healthy subjects, we ran several classifications based on the 3 types of data and the 4 types of camera acquisitions. The features used per sample were those detailed in Table 4 , and the class label of each sample was the FMA score provided by the physician (score of 0-1 vs score of 2-3).
To build the classifiers, we used SVM [37] , Single Decision Tree (C4.5) [38] and the Random Forest [39] which uses a forest of decision trees and often achieves better results. In preliminary tests, while analysing several setups and data types, SVM did not achieve better classification results than random forests. For example for the "all samples" setup for the "raw" data type for both salute and hand lift movements, SVM achieved 87.63% success rate while Random Forest achieved 90.9%. An additional goal in the classification process is to validate the medical guidelines that were considered during feature extraction, thus the final ranking of the features in the classifier is of interest. Decision trees are advantageous compared to SVM in this aspect due to the built-in feature ranking process. Thus we report our results using only the decision tree classification approach.
The decision tree was built using three folds, with batch size 100, and confidence factor 0.25. The Random Forest classifier used the same parameters and up to 100 trees. A leave-one-out strategy was used for cross-validation, which entailed leaving out one subject at each iteration and training on the rest Tables 5 and 6 show classification results for the Hand Lift and for the Salute motion respectively. Table 7 shows classification results when data of both motions were used collectively. The tables present the summarized results across all subjects comparing the different data formats and different camera setups.
Analyzing the results shown in the tables, it can be seen that the Salute movement shows better classification results than the Hand Lift movement, with correct percentage of 96-100% (Table 6 rows 1-6). The success rate for the Hand Lift motion (Table 5) is much lower. This may be explained by the difficulty and complexity of the Salute movement for patients. When using all data from both movements ( Table 7) good performance is also achieved at 87-93% success rate.
The results also show that classifying using the asymmetry measure yields inferior results compared to the other data sets. This, and the fact that the classifications were run on data from both the affected and healthy body sides, imply that both the stroke affected side and the subject's healthy side provide distinguishing features enabling separation of patients from healthy subjects. In the context of the cameras setup, it can be seen that the 2-camera setup outperforms the single camera setup in most cases. The average correct percentage of all cases with a single-camera is 87.5% compared to 90.4% in the two-camera setup (excluding the asymmetry versions). Advantage is seen when using the best choice camera over the averaging method.
Feature selection:
Classification between healthy subjects and stroke patients was shown to performed better, when analyzing each side of the subject independently rather than using the asymmetry measure. Thus, in this section we focus on these high-performance classifiers and explore them further by ranking their features.
We use two feature selection ranking methods:
1. The Information Gain univariate feature ranking (Kullback-Leibler divergence) [40] . 2. Random Forest features ranking [39] that summarizes the ranks of all selected features according to their positions in the decision trees. Tables 8, 9 , 10 and 11 show rankings of features from the 6 best classifiers (Tables 5, 6 , 7) using the info gain ranking and the random forest ranking respectively. The top 10 features are listed. It can be seen that the 3 most significant features across almost every classifier are (marked by bold rows):
1. Total time -Representing the period of time between start and end of the movement. Patients are typically slower than healthy subjects thus the significance of this feature is clear.
2. Distance (Head -Elbow) Average speed -Representing the speed of the "changing distance" between the head and the elbow while performing the hand lift or salute movement. These two joints are central to performing both movements and the speed in which the movement is performed is reflected in the change in distance between these joints.
3. Angle (Hip -Shoulder -Elbow) Average speed -This feature defines the speed of change in the "shoulder" angle (arm to body angle) which is intuitively the significant angle while estimating the hand lifting or salute movements.
All these top features represent, in some form, the difference of "speed" between healthy and patients. The specific skeleton joints represented in these features are directly related to the medical guidelines of the FMA and the instructions given by the specialist to the patient (e.g. for the Hand lift, the patient is required to lift hand to 90
• angle between arm and body). We summarize the experimentation in concluding that FMA can be automatically scored using the features above, to distinguish between patients with high severity and low severity (and healthy) FMA scores.
Compensation Statistical analysis of Compensation:
Motor Compensation refers to the alternative strategies developed by stroke patients in order to compensate for their difficulty or inability to perform a motor task [41] . In the context of FMA, this is expressed as increased movement in body parts that are unrelated to the motor task, such as the movement of the spine or the shoulders during hand lifting [41] . In the current study, we analyzed the measured motion and position of stroke patient body parts to uncover motor compensation in patients during FMA.
Following the medical guidelines [41] , we analyzed the following motion features in order to detect well known compensation strategies used by stroke patients when performing Hand Lift and Salute motion: Patients should present increased motion signals for these features when they perform motor compensations, thus, we focus on the STD values of these features along the time course of the analyzed movement. We used the T-Test [42] , to evaluate each compensation feature independently. The results, given in Table 12 , show (Table 13) , we exclude the Elbow angle, since saluting does not require maintaining a straight arm. In this case, only the spine angle is significant (t(−2.851) = 35.43, p = 0.007), whereas shoulder distance shows an insignificant opposite trend.
Discussion
A novel multi-camera tracking system was applied to evaluating motor movement of stroke patients as part of our stroke rehabilitation project and with the goal of allowing home assessment for patients. We showed very high classification rates between stroke patients and healthy subjects using our Fugl-Meyer tracking and analysis system. In addition, the top-ranking features were found to strongly relate to the Fugl-Meyer instructions and indicate the significance of speed of motion in determining the FMA score. Two movements were tested, both in the category of upper-limb function ability. The results show that a complex movement such as the Salute is a much better indicator than a simple movement such as the Hand Lifting. Our experiment also showed that the asymmetry between movements in patients' two hands is not a distinguishing factor and it is advantageous to analyze each hand independently. We also found that patients show higher levels of compensation than healthy individuals. These results show, for the first time, that compensation can be detected and tracked using a consumer camera and suggests that in the future, such systems will be able to track and quantify in-depth rehabilitation processes.
Our system showed results that are consistent those obtained using expensive and invasive high-end motion capture systems: our analysis showed that stroke patients move slower and take longer to perform a motor task compared to healthy subjects. This corresponds with [43] where infrared light emitting diodes (IREDS) were used invasively to show this effect. Our findings (Tables 12 and 13 ) also show increase in trunk flexion (spine motion) in patients attempting to move their hand to the target position compared to healthy subjects. This was found in [44] by using an optical motion analysis system, where eight infrared emitting diodes (IREDs) were placed on body landmarks of the hand, arm and trunk. The high classification rate between stroke patients and healthy subject and the consistency with high-end systems show that, with additional effort, our system is suitable for stroke rehabilitation quantification from the patient's home. Additional effort is needed in developing a dedicated user interface for a system operated by unprofessional end users.
5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this research we introduced a novel multi-camera human tracking system. The system is inexpensive, portable and marker-less. System calibration is adaptive and performed on the fly based on the human body being tracked, and so requires no calibration session nor special calibration equipment. Thus the system is well suited for home use and for tele-medicine applications. The system performs run time merging of the skeleton data, resulting in a more reliable and stable skeleton representation. 3D point cloud alignment and merging can be performed as well to form a full 3D body representation. We show excellent performance of the calibration algorithm (less than 2cm) and of the skeleton merging (less than 1.7cm std in our measure of "Skeleton" bone length). Finally, through our testing, we reached several conclusions and practical recommendation: More cameras are better, Circular configurations (360
• coverage of Sig (2-tailed) 0.007 0.879 scene) is preferred over neighboring configurations, the best skeleton merging method involves frontality with simple merging (choose the single best frontal view) for configurations with few cameras, and frontality weighted averaging for configurations with a larger number of cameras. Thus camera setup should be designed to maximize frontality while maintaining a circular configuration. In this study, the developed multi-camera system was applied to evaluating motor movement of stroke patients as part of our stroke rehabilitation project and with the goal of allowing home assessment for patients. We showed very high classification rates between stroke patients and healthy subjects using our Fugl-Meyer analysis application. In addition, the top ranking features were found to strongly relate to the Fugl-Meyer instructions and indicate the signifcance of speed of motion in determining the FMA score.
Two movements were tested, both in the category of upper-limb function ability. The results show that a complex movement such as the salute is a much better indicator than a simple movement such as the hand lifting. Our experiment also showed that the asymmetry between movements in patients two hands is not a distinguishing factor and it is better to analyse each hand independently.
Future medical studies will extend the classification capabilities to distinguish between the three known stroke severities. This will, eventually, demonstrate that the Fugl-Meyer Assessment can be performed automatically without a need for a physician to be present and in a home setting using our flexible multi-camera motion capture system.
